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Abstract This paper deals with indexation of multi-modal geographic documents by the mean of two constructs: geographic entities, and their semantic relations. These relations concern more specifically contrast or similarity between the entities with regard to the described phenomenon. Geographic entities are retrieved in both text and maps using proper analysis techniques. Contrast or similarity relations – identified as discursive structures in the text and as semiologic facts in the map – are then characterised by dedicated modules. The model induced by these constructs offers semantic indexing and querying possibilities. It also provides a valuable basis for collaborative interpretation of individual components of the multi-modal document. The whole system is deployed in a distributed environment, made interoperable by use of major web standards.



1



Introduction



This paper deals with information retrieval from geographical documents, i.e. documents with a major geographic component. They constitute an important source of geographical information and are massively produced and consumed by academics as well as state organisations, marketing services of private companies and so on. Geographic documents are highly composite: information is distributed across various modes of expression such as text, maps, charts or table to name few, each of which having natural or intrinsic specificities regarding the kind of information they express better. Whereas text is the privileged mode for explaining facts, it is not always as effective when it comes to describe spatial organization of a phenomenon. In this case a map is much more efficient. However, the notion of time and evolution, difficult to render on a static map, is naturally conveyed by graphics, such as curves, better suited for showing the evolution of a quantity. In this context, we focus here on the notion of contrast, a specific but important type of information carried by geographical documents. More precisely, we focus on discursive or graphical structures opposing or comparing several geographic entities, called here Contrast or Uniformity Relation Structures (CURS). This concept is especially relevant in geography, which can be seen as a discipline describing and explaining the spatial organization of phenomena. The contrast model proposed in this paper is simple: each item of a CURS is modeled using the relation R(Z1 , Z2 , type), where Z1 and Z2 stand for two geographically referenced items and type specifies a similarity degree between them. Although various degrees could be specified for such relations, this model is currently limited to contrast and unif ormity. Finally, a CURS is given by a set of such relations. We claim here that automatic analysis of such structures in geographical documents provide an interesting indexation mode for querying such documents. Collaboration with geographers within the GeoSem project1 showed that being able to query documents in terms of contrast is a very anticipated feature. More precisely, several querying modes can be considered: 1



Semantic Analysis of Geographical Documents (GeoSem): collaboration between GREYC, ESO (Caen), ERSS (Toulouse), (Lausanne), supported by the CNRS program ”Soci´et´e de l’Information”.
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”Les d´epartements du nord de la France” (1) ˆ ˜ 3 det : ˆtype : exhaustif ˜ 7 6 type : ty zone : departement 6 337 2 2 7 6 zone : pays ty 7 6 6 6 egn : 4 577 6 77 6 7 6 zone : 6 nom : F rance 7 6 77 6 4 55 4 loc : interne position : nord 2



”Quelques villes maritimes de la Normandie” (2) ˆ ˜ 3 det : »type : relatif – 6 7 6 type : ty zone : ville 7 6 7 geo : maritime 6 337 2 2 6 7 zone : region ty 6 7 6 6 egn : 4 577 6 zone : 6 77 4 4 nom : N ormandie 5 5 loc : interne 2



Figure 1: Spatial expressions accompanied by their semantic representation • The document base can be searched for simple spatial expressions, given in natural language. This feature is part of the GeoSem search engine described in (Bilhaut et al., 2003a), where the user can search for patterns combining time, space and ”phenomenon” criteria. • The document base can be searched for first-order CURS, indexed independantly by text and map analysers. In this case, the user is prompted for two geographical entities, as well as optionally a CURS type (contrast or similarity). The search engine returns text passages and maps where the given entities are parts of a relevant contrast or similarity structure. • The document base can also be searched for second-order CURS that are obtained by the conjoint interpretation of text and map. Since a strong semantic collaboration between these two modes can be observed in geographical documents, this is a natural development of the previous mode. This paper focuses on the second point, although the third one will also be discussed. It is organized as follows : section 2 presents the natural language processing systems which are used to extract and characterise CURS. In section 3, we describe a semiotic approach of the map as an expression mode and we explain how these CURS fit it. Section 4 discusses how the instances extracted from both modes could be combined to produce more relevant CURS. Finally, feasability of the various analysis and implementation issues are discussed in section 5. We conclude on a brief discussion of early results and intended future work.



2 2.1



Text analysis Semantic analysis of spatial expressions



In order to efficiently process geographical information, in-depth analysis of spatial expressions is often mandatory. We rely here on a semantic analyser of such expressions that has been developed for several years and proves significant results (Malandain et al., 2001; Mathet et al., 2003). Fig. 1 shows some typical examples of spatial expressions (noun or prepositional phrases) found in geographical documents, and recognized by the analyser. The analyser is quite classical, using local, semantic, unification grammars. We assume a tokenisation and a morphological analysis of the text : presently we use Tree-Tagger (Schmid, 1994) which delivers lemmas and part-of-speech (POS) categorisation. The text is then processed by a definite clause grammar (DCG) implemented in Prolog, which performs both syntactic and semantic analyses. Prolog proves to be an interesting choice here since it allows unification on feature structures as well as other complex semantic computations to be integrated in the grammar, thanks to GULP (Covington, 1994). The semantics of extracted phrases (represented as feature structures) are examplified in Fig. 1. Example (1) expresses an exhaustive determination selecting all entities of the given type (”d´epartments”) located



in a given zone, which matches the northern half of the named geographic entity (France). In (2) the determination (induced by ”quelques”) is relative, i.e. only a part of the elements given by the type has to be considered. Here, the type specifies that we only keep seaside towns from a given zone (Northern Normandy). Note that the actual model of spatial semantics is in fact significantly more complex, allowing notably recursivity (as in ”les villes maritimes des d´epartements ruraux du nord de la France”), geometrically defined zones (as in ”le triangle Avignon-Aix-Marseille”) and different kinds of enumerations (as in ”dans les d´epartements de Bretagne et de Normandie”). The process described in this paper relies extensively on these results, which allows various computations to be performed at the semantic level. And, as it will be detailed later, it is also necessary to perform comparisons against semantic structures. This is obviously mandatory during the querying phase, but also at various steps of the analysis process itself. This task involves the use of a GIS, and (Mathet et al., 2003) discussed how the semantic structures can be mapped to suitable requests. Technical aspects of the interaction with the DCG are detailed in section 5.



2.2



Spatio-temporal discourse frames



In order to automatically detect CURS, we proceed to discourse analyses based on linguistic models, the first one being Charolles’ discourse framing theory (Charolles, 1997). This theory describes a specific discourse organisation mode, identifying textual segments (called discourse frames) that are homogeneous in relation to a semantic criterion given in a detached, sentence-initial expression (called discourse introducer). Among the various frame types described by Charolles, we focus here on frames that are introduced by spatial or temporal phrases, called temporal and spatial discourse universes in Charolles’ typology. An example of temporal frame is given in Excerpt 1, while several spatial frames can be observed in Excerpt 2. In the first example, the phrase ”De 1965 a` 1985” introduces a temporal frame that will constrain the interpretation of the rest of the sentence, and probably of a larger following text span. De 1965 a` 1985 , le nombre de lyc´eens a augment´e de 70%, mais selon des rythmes et avec des intensit´es diff´erents selon les acad´emies et les d´epartements. Faible dans le Sud-Ouest et le Massif Central, mod´er´ee en Bretagne et a` Paris, l’augmentation a e´ t´e consid´erable dans le Centre-Ouest, et en Alsace. [...] Intervient aussi l’allongement des scolarit´es, qui a e´ t´e plus marqu´e dans les d´epartements o`u, au milieu des ann´ees 1960, la poursuite des e´ tudes apr`es l’´ecole primaire e´ tait loin d’ˆetre la r`egle. * From 1965 to 1985, the number of high-school students has increased by 70%, but at different rythms and intensities depending on academies and d´epartements. Lower in South-West and Massif Central, moderate in Bretagne and Paris, the rise has been considerable in Mid-West and Alsace. [...] Also occurs the schooling duration increase which was more important in d´epartements where, in the middle of the 60’s, study continuation after primary school was far from systematic.



Excerpt 1: Temporal frame example from (H´erin and Rouault, 1994) In the NLP context, the knowledge of such discourse structures is useful for many tasks, including advanced, semantics-oriented information retrieval systems as shown in (Bilhaut et al., 2003a). But automatic discovery of discourse frame boudaries is a challenging problem, and it should be noticed that even human annotators do not produce identical results on this task. However, we argue in (Bilhaut et al., 2003b) that it may be achieved automatically with an acceptable result quality. Temporal and spatial introducers can be identified quite easily : thanks to previously performed analysis of related phrases, simple positional criteria are applicable. Thus, the difficult point is the identification of the final bounds. The method proposed in (Bilhaut et al., 2003b) uses a variety of linguistic clues, including enunciative criteria (like verb tenses cohesion) and semantic computations (for instance, any spatial or temporal expression that is encountered in a frame is semantically compared to this frame’s introducer, in order to test semantic cohesion). Regarding the problem of



CURS



discovery, the analysis of relations between discourse frames provides



useful and easily exploitable informations. To argue this, we rely on (Charolles, 1997) where the indexation function of discourse introducers is explicitely stated, as well as the fact that discourse frames contribute to discourse subdivision and distribution. Thus, when several frames of the same type (spatial universes in the context of this paper) follow each other in the discourse flow, we can consider that the set of the corresponding introducers are implicitely related, and form a CURS. For example, in the case of the Excerpt 2, we can identify the following components of a CURS : ”Les Pays de la Loire”, ”La Basse-Normandie”, and ”La Bretagne”. Once it is established that a set of items are parts of a CURS, the type of these relations has to be defined when possible. Charolles states (p. 8) that the relation between discourse universes is usually contrastive, because of the implicit disjonction introduced by a set of mutually exclusive truth criteria (i.e. saying that a proposition is true under one circumstance would imply that it is false under other circumstances). Although this may usually be the case, a manifest counter-example can be observed in Excerpt 2, where a relation of similarity between the two first spatial frames is explicitely specified by the phrase ”la situation est identique”. Indeed, from a logical point of view, a proposition that is true under a given circumstance may also be true under some other ones. Thus, we consider here that the default relation that holds between two spatial universe is contrastive, unless otherwise specified. As a matter of fact, the combination of a frame introducer with a cue-phrase is a frequent pattern, as in ”en revanche, en Normandie” or ”de mˆeme, en Normandie”. The analysis of such discursive structures belongs to the rhetorical level, which will be studied in the next section.



2.3



Rhetorical analysis of discourse



We will now consider advantages of rhetorical approach in meaning in our NLP perspective.



CURS



detection. Let’s first clarify rhetoric



2.3.1 General perspective The approach of discourse analysis called here rhetorical analysis studies the textual macrostructures composing the logic of the text’s organization. Its purpose is to parse textual architecture at a high granularity level. More specifically, it aims at recognition and semantic representation of three structuring aspects: areas presenting a signification unit, structuring patterns (demonstration, enumeration...) and relations existing between signification units within the patterns (opposition, implication...). 2.3.2 Discourse/field isomorphism Within the specific framework of the detection of contrast/uniformity relations (CURS) between geographical entities, we can apply restrictions on the very general rhetorical analysis field presented above. Indeed, we just intend to detect discourse organizations in which such a CURS can be expressed. This restriction can be applied, using the distinction between informational and intentional discourse structures, as defined by the Rhetorical Structure Theory tradition (inherited in particular from (Mann and Thompson, 1987) and (Mann and Thompson, 1988)), and explicitly formulated in those specific words for example in (Moore and Pollack, 1992). Indeed, we are here interested in analysing the expression of relations (of contrast or uniformity) between objects of the world (geographical world) and we will thus have to fix our attention on the discursive structuration based upon the organization of this reference field, structuration known as informational. As part of the GeoSem project, we precisely studied such informational structures and especially enumerative structures. They present a canonical case of isomorphism between discourse structure and field organisation and we will see that they provide an efficient way of detecting CURS. Excerpt 2 presents a case of rhetorical pattern of such a structure, introduced by an hyperonymic header and composed of a serie of items, each one representing a geographical entity that is an instance of the class defined by the opening-header.



Les h´eritages politiques historiques l’expliquent en grande partie. Les r´egions de l’Ouest font coexister ce cocktail : meilleures terres d’influence de Droite coexistant avec points d’ancrage forts de Gauche et des Ecologistes et faiblesse relative du Front National. A ce premier tour de 1997, la Droite passe rarement au-dessus de la barre des 40 %. Dans les Pays de la Loire , pour la premi`ere fois, elle n’a aucun e´ lu de premier tour, les reculs des sortants sont consid´erables, en Mayenne pr´ecis´ement dans le d´epartement qui reste un des meilleurs de France. Franc¸ois d’Aubert a` Laval perd 11 points ; Henri de Gatine (RPR) 30 points et Roger Lestas (UDF) 25 points. En Vend´ee, Philippe de Villiers bien qu’en ballottage favorable perd 18 points. Dans le Maine-et-Loire qui envoie habituellement sept d´eput´es de Droite sur sept a` l’Assembl´ee, le recul est de 10 points. Dans la Sarthe, Fillon perd 15 points. En Basse-Normandie , la situation est identique. Un seul d´eput´e sortant passe au premier tour : Ren´e Andr´e, RPR a` Avranches, mais perd 9 points. Partout la Droite recule, particuli`erement dans la moiti´e nord de la r´egion, la Droite est souvent autour de 35 % parfois mˆeme en dessous de 30 comme Andr´e Fanton a` Lisieux. Des circonscriptions toujours acquises, telle Bayeux voit son d´eput´e sortant, Franc¸ois d’Harcourt a` 34 %, 4 points devant seulement une candidate PS fraˆıchement implant´ee. En Bretagne , le balancier est, cette fois encore, pouss´e plus loin a` Gauche dans beaucoup de circonscriptions. Seul Pierre M´ehaignerie, UDF, repasse au premier tour avec 51,4 %, en recul de 11 points. Alain Madelin (UDF-PR) a` Redon perd 15 points, Charles Miossec, RPR a` Landerneau e´ galement. Le mieux e´ lu de 1993, Lo¨ıc Bouvard a` Plo¨ermel dans le Morbihan perd 10 000 voix. De fac¸on g´en´erale, les pertes sont de 10 a` 15 points.



* It is mostly explained by historical, political legacies. Western areas make this cocktail coexist : strongest right-wing influence terrains coexisting with left-wing and environmentalist anchorage grounds, and relative weakness of the extreme right. During the first ballot of 1977, the right wing rarely gets through the 40% limit. In Pays de la Loire, for the first time, it has no elected member on first ballot, the declines of outgoing candidates are considerable, in Mayenne, precisely in the d´epartement which remains one of the bests in France. In Laval, Franc¸ois d’Aubert loses 11 points ; Henri de Gatine (RPR) 30 points and Roger Lestas (UDF) 25 points. In Vend´ee, Philippe de Villiers, while having to stand again favorably for a second ballot, loses 18 points. In Maine-et-Loire which usually sends seven right-wing deputies to the parliament, the decline is of 10 points. In Sarthe, Fillon loses 15 points. In Basse-Normandie, the situation is identical. Only one outgoing deputy is elected on first ballot : Ren´e Andr´e, RPR at Avranches, but loses 9 points. Everywhere the right wing moves back, particularly in the northern half of the r´egion, the right wing is often around 35% sometimes even under 30 as Andr´e Fanton at Lisieux. Some constituencies usually gained, as Bayeux sees its ougoing deputy, Franc¸ois d’Harcourt at 34%, only 4 points before a recently introduced PS candidate. In Bretagne, the tendency goes to the left wing in many constituencies as well. Only Pierre M´ehaignerie, UDF, is re-elected on first ballot with 51.4%, loosing 11 points. Alain Madelin (UDF-PR) at Redon loses 15 points, Charles Miossec, RPR at Landerneau as well. The most comfortably elected, Lo¨ıc Bouvard, at Plo¨ermel in Morbihan loses 10,000 votes. Generally speaking, losses range from 10 to 15 points.



Excerpt 2: Discourse / field isomorphism, from (Bul´eon, 2002)



2.3.3 Relational analysis The enumerative rhetorical pattern gives us a bootstrap. We presently know which geographical entities are part of a CURS, and can now consider this relation. More exactly, we must now specify the type of relations introduced by the enumerative structure. With that aim to interpret relations, we can make use of different clues. We present here such rhetorical features, in an obviously non exhaustive way, confining ourselves to those that were actually used in our rhetorical analyser. If we reconsider our example (Excerpt 3), we can first observe the presence of explicit rhetorical clues, cue-phrases acting as logical connectors2 and allowing to specify the type of relations that exist beetween consecutive items. ”Bretagne” is in a similarity relation (uniformity) with ”Basse Normandie”, which is itself in the same relation with ”Pays de la Loire”. In this precise case, we can observe that relational determination proceeds by use of canonical patterns which are relatively independent of the geographical field. Even if we only suppose a very limited a priori knowledge, and with a rather simple set of general domain-independant rules, it is possible to locate and specify such CURS. However, other clues, thinner than these logical explicit connectors, can be used to determine the type of these rhetorical relations. From a more topical point of view, knowledge of the field can now be 2



We obviously give to this term a more flexible signification than in traditional logic.



A ce premier tour de 1997, la Droite passe rarement au-dessus de la barre des 40 %. fois, elle n’a aucun e´ lu de premier tour, les reculs des sortants sont consid´erables [...]



Dans les Pays de la Loire , pour la premi`ere



En Basse-Normandie , la situation est identique . Un seul d´eput´e sortant passe au premier tour : Ren´e Andr´e, RPR a` Avranches, mais perd 9 points. Partout la Droite recule, particuli`erement dans la moiti´e nord de la r´egion [...] En Bretagne , le balancier est, cette fois encore , pouss´e plus loin a` Gauche dans beaucoup de circonscriptions. Seul Pierre M´ehaignerie, UDF, repasse au premier tour avec 51,4 %, en recul de 11 points. [...]



Excerpt 3: Explicit rhetorical relations exploited3 . For this specific corpus, the application of a representation of the political field can be useful (Excerpt 4). Instead of looking for explicit relations, it is possible to analyse and compare symbolic A ce premier tour de 1997, la Droite passe rarement au-dessus de la barre des 40 %. Dans les Pays de la Loire , pour la premi`ere fois, elle n’a aucun e´ lu de premier tour, les reculs des sortants sont consid´erables, en Mayenne pr´ecis´ement dans le d´epartement qui reste un des meilleurs de France. Franc¸ois d’Aubert a` Laval perd 11 points ; Henri de Gatine ( RPR ) 30 points et Roger Lestas ( UDF ) 25 points. En Vend´ee, Philippe de Villiers bien qu’en ballottage favorable perd 18 points. Dans le Maine-et-Loire qui envoie habituellement sept d´eput´es de Droite sur sept a` l’Assembl´ee, le recul est de 10 points. Dans la Sarthe, Fillon perd 15 points. En Basse-Normandie , la situation est identique . Un seul d´eput´e sortant passe au premier tour : Ren´e Andr´e, RPR a` Avranches, mais perd 9 points. Partout la Droite recule, particuli`erement dans la moiti´e nord de la r´egion, la Droite est souvent autour de 35 % parfois mˆeme en dessous de 30 comme Andr´e Fanton a` Lisieux. Des circonscriptions toujours acquises, telle Bayeux voit son d´eput´e sortant, Franc¸ois d’Harcourt a` 34 %, 4 points devant seulement une candidate PS fraˆıchement implant´ee. En Bretagne , le balancier est,



cette fois encore , pouss´e plus loin a`



Gauche dans beaucoup de circonscriptions. Seul Pierre



M´ehaignerie, UDF , repasse au premier tour avec 51,4 %, en recul de 11 points. Alain Madelin ( UDF-PR ) a` Redon perd 15 points, Charles Miossec, RPR a` Landerneau e´ galement. Le mieux e´ lu de 1993, Lo¨ıc Bouvard a` Plo¨ermel dans le Morbihan perd 10 000 voix. De fac¸on g´en´erale, les pertes sont de 10 a` 15 points.



Excerpt 4: Using knowledge representations that can result from the semantic analysis of each item, and to compute these relations. Accordingly, the simple markup of information about political tendencies (”la Gauche”, ”la Droite”...) and about political parties is really instructive. First, an important density of such informations can be observed, in each item. The assumption can be made that support of the rhetorical relation, i.e. the point of view used to interpret the items4 , corresponds to this specific reading perspective. The comparison of items is done with general interrogation in political terms as a background. In addition, we observe, for each item, a much stronger representation of the political tendency called ”Droite” and related parties (RPR...). Thus, the hypothesis that the support of the relation consists more precisely in a certain point of view on ”la Droite” is allowed. However, others parties and tendencies (”la Gauche”, ”PS”...) are also represented and it suggests that the comparison ”Gauche”/”Droite” constitutes a more specific support for this rhetorical similarity relation. In addition (Excerpt 5), linguistics clues of quantification generally speaking can be observed. For example, we can restrict the analysis to the detection of indirect non numerical quantifiers and more precisely to the detection of quantifiers evoking dynamics, evolution of the quantification. Once more, the distribution of the marks allows us to think, on the one hand, that this excerpt deals with the decline of the political tendency named ”Droite”, and, on the other hand, that the three areas/items maintain the relations of similarity from this point of view. 3 4



We do not prohibit a priori the use of such resources. Which must not be confused with the hyperonimic criterion of co-enumerability.



A ce premier tour de 1997, la Droite passe rarement au-dessus de la barre des 40 %. Dans les Pays de la Loire , pour la premi`ere fois, elle n’a aucun e´ lu de premier tour, les reculs des sortants sont consid´erables, en Mayenne pr´ecis´ement dans le d´epartement qui reste un des meilleurs de France. Franc¸ois d’Aubert a` Laval perd 11 points ; Henri de Gatine (RPR) 30 points et Roger Lestas (UDF) 25 points. En Vend´ee, Philippe de Villiers bien qu’en ballottage favorable perd 18 points. Dans le Maine-et-Loire qui envoie habituellement sept d´eput´es de Droite sur sept a` l’Assembl´ee, le recul est de 10 points. Dans la Sarthe, Fillon perd 15 points. En Basse-Normandie , la situation est identique . Un seul d´eput´e sortant passe au premier tour : Ren´e Andr´e, RPR a` Avranches, mais perd 9 points. Partout la Droite recule , particuli`erement dans la moiti´e nord de la r´egion, la Droite est souvent autour de 35 % parfois mˆeme en dessous de 30 comme Andr´e Fanton a` Lisieux. Des circonscriptions toujours acquises, telle Bayeux voit son d´eput´e sortant, Franc¸ois d’Harcourt a` 34 %, 4 points devant seulement une candidate PS fraˆıchement implant´ee. En Bretagne , le balancier est,



cette fois encore , pouss´e plus loin a` Gauche dans beaucoup de circonscriptions. Seul Pierre



M´ehaignerie, UDF, repasse au premier tour avec 51,4 %, en



recul de 11 points. Alain Madelin (UDF-PR) a` Redon



perd 15



points, Charles Miossec, RPR a` Landerneau e´ galement. Le mieux e´ lu de 1993, Lo¨ıc Bouvard a` Plo¨ermel dans le Morbihan perd 10 000 voix. De fac¸on g´en´erale, les pertes sont de 10 a` 15 points.



Excerpt 5: Use of quantification clues



2.3.4 Rhetorical analysis and CURS In conclusion, it appears that a rhetorical approach of the geographical discourse allow to detect and specify both geographical areas (between which a relation exist) and relations (between those areas). Simple signs and rhetorical features used here are those which our analyser developped as a part of the GeoSem project actually uses, and the excerpts correspond to an effective output of this analyser. If the study of enumerative structure pattern proves to be particularly efficient for CURS detection, we can however overstep this restrictive frame and verify the relevance of the aforementioned clues as shown, for example, in Sec. 4.



3 3.1



Map analysis Semiotic model of the geographic map



Maps are widely used in the geographic document for their obvious effectiveness in supporting spatial information. They have to be considered as an important source for efficient extraction of geographic information. Now the question is, what a map really is ? How do we characterise a map as a mode of expression ? Various works have been conducted in this field (Barkowsky and Freska, 1997; Samet and Soffer, 1998; Egenhofer and Mark, 1995). (Pratt, 1993) shows that formal semantics of map is necessarily based on a syntactic structure which is not inherent to the map itself, but dependant on a specific reasoning task. It is therefore necessary to further specify what we consider as a map in our case, in order to precise what syntactic structure we need for what semantics. In this work, we restrict the notion of map to thematic maps which aim at relating the spatiality of measured phenomena to thematic entities, rather than depicting a reality with strong requirements on geometric correctness. This type of map is commonly found in geographic atlases, especially in the field of human geography. An interesting characteristic of these maps is the fact that they follow a rather strict structural pattern, since their construction by geographers is more or less guided by formal rules, or at least by identified usages. Therefore, we choose to model these objects considering the semiotic approach of information representation as studied in (Bertin, 1973). We give here a brief overview of this theory, and we describe the derived model of the map that serves as a basis for information retrieval tasks. Information emerges from the representation of an observation. An observation is given by an invariable context and a set of components (at least two) which can be defined as what varies. The plan conveys information through the variation of seven perceptual features, namely size, shape, position, orientation, pattern, hue and intensity. A representation is therefore defined as a formalised way of using these



features to depict the values of the observation on the plan. Cartography, as a mode of expression, is one way of representing an observation for which one of the component is of geographic nature. Shape and position are used to denote the geographic entities, whereas the values associated to these entities are represented by using other graphics features. Other means of representing information such as graphics, table or schemas, can also be formalised that way. We define a model that describes a map along three aspects. Physical aspect: Maps can be given in many formats, ranging from scanned images to SVG files. In our work, we are not concerned about how it is encoded, but what is shown. The physical aspect is a light attribute/value model containing meta-information about the image that drives document reconstruction. Scanned images will involve image processing tools and techniques, whereas vectorial sources such as Postscript must be processed differently. Furthermore, the file itself may show certain specificities in the way it was constructed, that can be exploited to improve the analysis. Graphical aspect: A map is basically a visual object; this aspect describes the map in terms of graphic primitives that are present on the image. The goal is not to provide yet another full-featured 2D graphic model, but to reach a satisfying compromise between what is significant on the map in terms of semiotic constructs and what is expressed or easily deduced from lower level sources. Currently, the primitives we use are text, polygons, circle and rectangle. Logical aspect: This aspect describes how the specific organisation of graphic objects form a map. It defines implicit relations and constraints between graphical objects, reflecting the grammatical correctness of the map. Graphics objects are interpreted as well-defined components of a map: (1) title, date, scale and other elements specifying the context of the observation, (2) legends formalising the components of the observation, and (3) Cartographic Information Units (CIU). These are the association of thematic values to georeferenced entities (elements of the geographic component). Well-known classes of legends, such as proportional circles, are modeled at this level. However it should be noted that although CIU are by definition the atomic geographic entities found in a given map, they are not associated with the name that the real entity may have. This identification is the result of a interpretation process that relies on external knowledge sources, for example a GIS (Geographic Information System). The results are expressed in the general model of geographic entities presented in Section 2.



(e)



Nombre de maîtres auxiliaires



(a)



2 109 682 40 % de maîtres auxiliaires sur le total des enseignants du secondaire



(b)



11,5 10 8,5 7 5,6 4,1 © GIP RECLUS 1994



(c)



Source: MEN



(d)



Figure 2: Logical elements of the map Figure 2 illustrates the various elements of this model. Elements (a) and (b) are two legends specifying



rules that map thematic values onto graphic features. Each legend is itself further split into structuring elements. (c) and (d) are external elements specifying the author of the map and the source of the data. This map does not have a title. (e) are CIU instances, graphic objects depicting a specific georeferenced entity (here a French departement) for which graphic features (here size and colour) refers to specific thematic values by the way of the legend.



3.2



C URS construction from maps



Within a map, a CURS relation is defined between two groups of CIU. These groups, which we call zones, are defined as a connected set of CIU which are homogeneous with regard to a given measure. The set of all zones defined in a CURS forms a partition of the set of all CIU on the map. Groups formed for CURS construction are based on atomic geographic entities given by the CIU . They, in turn, form other geographic entities that can be also identified and expressed in the general model. The notion of connectivity between CIU can be defined in several ways. The most straightforward one is to consider as connected two elements that are adjacent in the graphic layer. These topological relations can also be constructed by defining a distance between elements. In the case of proportional circles, the topological set is given by a graph constructed by triangulation of the centre of all circles. The connectivity may also be suggested by additional knowledge, for example if the entities have been formally identified by a GIS.
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Figure 3: Example of CURS on a map In the CURS model, the relation between two zones is a relation of similarity if the elements of the zones belong to the same class. If not they are in contrast. Similarly to the case of connectivity, there are different strategies by which these classes can be defined, the simplest being to stick to the classes suggested by the legend. However there are cases where this is clearly not possible, for example in the case of proportional circles. On the example of Fig. 3, the classes have been defined by grouping the values of the legend into two categories. The black zones are in contrast with the white ones.
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Collaborative analysis



As previously stated, this paper mainly deals with first-order collaborations between text and map, where CURS are indexed separately. However, an attentive study of geographical documents shows that in many cases, related text and maps have to be interpreted jointly to pick up the meaning actually intended by the author. In these cases, independant interpretation of text and map leads to two completary but separately



inexact interpretations. A common case is examplified in Excerpt 6, where several contrastive relations can be observed in the map while the accompanying text only refers to two large areas. This schematisation process informs the reader about which constrast is relevant in the map, which is however required in order to determine the exact bounds of contrasted areas. In other words, the joint interpretation of text and map allows the reader to consider the schematisation suggested by the author while taking benefit from the precision offered by the map. Thus, an interesting - but still exploratory - approach of the CURS detection problem would analyse the semantic collaboration between these two modes, with the aim to obtain an second-order interpretation. We do not intend here to propose a method able to realise this task, but rather to establish the relevance of this investigation field, and to propose some hints about how it could be solved. Furthermore, it should be carefuly noted that we here make the assumption that we know which part of the text is related to a given map. Although these relations are often explicitely specified (using references or page layout), some documents only provide implicit links. In the later case, although automatic establishment of these relations is a very difficult task, interesting results have already been obtained as in (Malandain, 2000).



La r´epartition des enfants de commerc¸ants, artisans et chefs d’entreprise partage clairement la France en deux: la moiti´e m´eridionale, o`u ils sont relativement nombreux, avec 10 a` 15% des enfants, et la France du Nord o`u leur proportion va de 5 a` 10%, Bretagne except´ee. * The distribution of shopkeeper, craftsman and company head children clearly splits France in two parts: the southern half, where they are relatively numerous, with 10 to 15% of the children, and the northern France where the proportion ranges from 5 to 10%, except Bretagne.



Excerpt 6: Map M and text T Let us consider interactions between text T and map M in Excerpt 6. Regarding the map, the analyser presented in Sec. 3 and 5 will detect the following CURS:



M



  R(M1 , M2 , contrast)      R(M1 , M3 , contrast)    R(M , M , contrast) 1 4  R(M2 , M3 , contrast)     R(M2 , M4 , contrast)    R(M , M , similarity) 3 4



(1)



Figure 4: Areas defined by C from M and T



Fig. 4 presents the homogeneous areas introduced by M in those CURS. The straight lines between areas symbolise the accuracy of these demarcations. La r´epartition des enfants de commerc¸ants, artisans et chefs d’entreprise partage clairement la France en deux: la moiti´e m´eridionale , o`u ils sont relativement nombreux, avec 10 a` 15% des enfants, et la France du Nord o`u leur proportion va de 5 a` 10%, Bretagne except´ee .



Excerpt 7: Spatial partition Regarding the text, the analysers presented in Sec. 2 and 5 can easily identify three geographical areas. More precisely there are two granularity levels and a spatial partition: ”la France” is split up in two subareas, ”la France du Nord” (T1 ) and ”la moiti´e m´eridionale” (T2 ). It would be more exact to say four areas and three granularity levels because the text says: ”Bretagne except´ee”. However, it would be more difficult to determine the semantic structure and the effective spatial distribution. Furthermore, the discursive structure used here to exclude Bretagne can be considered as a rather complex organization, or at least a more complex problem than the simple detection of primary partition proposed above. Since our analysers, in their current state, do not recognize such patterns, we just accept here the binary spatial distibution, also presented in Fig. 4. The wavy line means that we refer to fuzzy areas. From a rhetorical point of view, this analysis could be improved, using clues analogous to those presented in Sec. 2. First, the partition mode allows to specifiy the relation type between T1 and T2 : rhetorical clues determine a contrastive structure. Use of dividing notion (”partage”), combined and confirmed with adverbial mark of intensity and affirmation (”clairement”) suggests two (”en deux”) homogeneous areas (T1 and T2 ) in relation of contrast. Moreover, if we pay attention to quantification marks, we can confirm this interpretation and the presence of a CURS. In both cases, an interval of percentages is used, and this identity of quantification methods eases the comparative analysis of the CURS relation. If we consider those two non-overlapping intervals (5-10%/10-15%), we can verify the heterogeneity between those geographical areas, and attest the choice of a contrastive type. Excerpt 8 shows these rhetorical clues. La r´epartition des enfants de commerc¸ants, artisans et chefs d’entreprise partage clairement la France en deux : la moiti´e m´eridionale, o`u ils sont relativement nombreux, avec 10 a` 15% des enfants, et la France du Nord o`u leur proportion va de 5 a` 10% , Bretagne except´ee.



Excerpt 8: Contrastive organisation In conclusion, the text analysis can return the following CURS and the following relational description: n T (2) R(T1 , T2 , contrast) We can now consider the advantages of a collaborative semantic determination matching both media and extracting relevant information from those complementary modes. Indeed, there is a complementarity



between T and M, introduced by the non redundant schematisation relation existing between these two different points of view on reality. The text gives an abstract view of the spatial organisation described by the map. It creates more global sets of areas which can express the essential information and suggest an interpretation criterion (a kind of point of view) for this complex reality. We aim at getting information supported by both T and M. In that way, we must first consider the problem of matching between areas which they define. With that aim of finding such equivalences, we could first consider the use of a GIS. We assume here that it is able to receive and process equivalence propositions. The text shows an opposition between ”la France du Nord” and ”la moiti´e m´eridionale”. Traditionally, the river Loire is considered to be the geographical boundary separing North and South. But we have to match this {T1 , T2 } relation with {M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 }, and there is no immediate solution. However, with the GIS help, we can make the hypothesis that M2 and M4 can’t be considered as a part of T2 because more than 50% of their surface area is above the Loire-line. With a set of such hypotheses, collaboration C finally allow to obtain following equivalences: ( T2 ≡ M3 C (3) T1 ≡ (M1 ∪ M2 ∪ M4 ) In this rather simple example that GIS solution is almost accurate. However, in correlation with GIS, a constraints solver able to compute relations and to assess solutions consistency could also be used. Its operation principle would aim at resolving coherence problems between different areas sets and relations such as those defined in (1) and (2). The goal is the production of equivalences between areas. For example, if we try the equivalence: T2 ≡ (M2 ∪ M3 ) (4) it implies a similarity relation between M2 and M3 . Indeed, such relation is necessary for an homogeneity to be possible. On the contrary, we also know, as established in (1) that M3 and M4 are in a similarity relation. So M2 and M4 must also be in a similarity relation (because M2 and M3 are). In conclusion, we must rewrite our hypothesis in: T2 ≡ (M2 ∪ M3 ∪ M4 ) (5) If we now submit that equivalence to the GIS, it will be rejected. Indeed, 100% of M4 area is in northern part (above the Loire-line). Using such coherence tests, collaboration C allow to finally assert: ( C1 ≡ T1 ≡ (M1 ∪ M3 ) C C2 ≡ T2 ≡ (M3 ∪ M4 )



(6)



We can thus extend collaborative determination of CURS, with the aim of applying schematisation given by the text with precision offered by the map. So, in infered relations, we keep the smallest granularity level (areas from map Mn ) and merge relations from both M and T. The figure 4 shows second-order CURS obtained by this collaborative analysis: ( R((M1 ∪ M2 ), (M3 ∪ M4 ), contrast) M/T (7) R(M3 , M4 , similarity) If we now reconsider the text from this new point of view, and without masking ”la Bretagne except´ee” as we did, we can interestingly remark that we find confirmation of these conclusions.
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Architecture



Implementation of the whole process as described in previous sections is an ambitious task, mainly because of the variety and complexity of involved sub-tasks. However, it is made possible by the modularity



XSLT Lexer



POS Tagger



Prolog DCG XPath



Figure 5: A segment of the processing stream: analysis of spatial phrases



and interoperability offered by underlying components, in spite of their experimental nature. We defend here that research in the NLP domain can benefit from evolved software engineering, independently of industrialisation concerns : using and producing well designed components can greatly ease experimental processes, thanks to a reduced – if not avoided – development cost for each new experiment. This section briefly describes how these principles have been applied to text and map analysis, and how they interoperate with a GIS in order to achieve automatic CURS detection and indexation.



5.1



Text analysis



Analysers described in Sec. 2 have been implemented using the LinguaStream platform (Bilhaut, 2003), which offers an integrated NLP workbench especially targeted to semantics-oriented concerns5 . It relies on the principle of increment enrichment of electronic documents, and provides a comfortable yet powerful way to design complex processing streams, where each step may produce new annotations to be integrated in the document, that may in turn be used by further steps of the processing stream. The platform makes extensive use of XML as well as other standards that accompanies it (including RDF, XSchema and XSL). These standards are used at several levels to ensure interoperability, to normalise structured data management, and to ease result visualisation. For example, data generated by each component of a pipeline is formalised as feature structures (such as shown in Fig. 1), that are finally represented as simple XML or RDF. Fig. 5 shows the pipeline section that is used to perform analysis of spatial expressions as described in Sec. 2.1. The rhetorical and discourse framing analysers are implemented as pipelines as well (still far more complex), and can thus be combined very easily in the platform. The obtained analyser can perform both analyses on a single document, resulting in a document that includes both markups. Altough each analyser uses its own semantic model, both are transformed to suit the CURS model using a simple XSLT stylesheet.



5.2



Map analysis



In the case of maps, the question of the form in which they are provided is essential. Three major forms can be outlined: (1) vector files, where the graphic content is expressed as a set of primitives in a given graphic model such as Postscript, Adobe Illustrator, SVG; (2) raster files (pixel-based images) obtained by scanning a paper atlas; (3) raster files generated programmatically from a vector source (rasterized image). In the first case, the graphic aspect of the model described above is deduced from the original vector model. The last two categories involve digital image processing for reconstructing the graphical layer, the major difference between the two being the expected amount of noise and the resolution. It should be noted that in this context, images are basically artificial images (as opposed to natural images such as photography) involving a very limited number of pertinent colours, where edges and surfaces are salient and unambiguous, and steady among a corpus. Furthermore, the graphical primitives which are to be extracted are fairly limited and well identified in the model. Consequently, existing techniques (Tombre, 1998) in image vectorising may be used with good overall results. 5
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Figure 6: System Architecture



In the general case, interpreting the logical aspect is achieved by organising the graphical elements according to layout rules. These rules can be expressed as a grammar. The physical layer may also provide hints or extra information about the map to drive the analysis. For example, if we consider a map constructed by a particular program which generates Postscript files, the organisation of the contents itself may provide additional information for the extraction of graphic primitives and logical structures. Moreover, editorial specificities of a given corpus producer may be characterised to further improve the reconstruction process.



5.3



Interoperability and application



The global architecture is schematised in Fig. 6. The search engine takes as input CURS generated by text and map analysers. As mentioned in previous sections, both text and map analysers are able to generate XML documents to describe detected CURS , so the first level of interoperability between them consists in a common XML schema. But in the current state of the system, text and map analysers don’t share the same model regarding geographically referenced entities6 : map analysers rely on contextualised polygons to identify areas, whereas text analysers generate semantic structures where precise locations are designated by their names (as illustrated in Fig. 1). However, instances of these two models have to be comparable for the system to be functional. This is the role of a dedicated component called Multi-Modal G IS Interface (MMGI), which interfaces at the same time with the GIS and the search engine. Relying on the GIS database containing both names and polygons for all geographical entities, this module is able to compare two areas even if they are not instances of the same model. In order to perform this task, instances of the text model are first converted to polygons, after what only geometrical computations have to be performed. From a technical point of view, this architecture relies on several standards based on XML and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). Since they are time consuming, text, map and joint analyses are performed offline, and generate the CURS index to be used by the search engine. The MMGI module provides a SOAP interface so it can be easily accessed by all other components. It takes as input a specific XML schema, and outputs shapes in the GML format (Geography Markup Language). On the online side, the request is firstly processed by the text analyser, and then sent to the MMGI in order to be translated into GML. Finally, the index is searched by comparison of these GML structures, and relevant text passages and maps are returned to the user. 6



A unified spatial model is currently being worked on.



5.4



Implementation status



Most parts of the proposed architecture are already implemented. Extraction and semantic analysis of spatial expressions, analysis of discourse frames and rhetorical structures have been realised as functional LinguaStream applications, and are already part of the GeoSem J 2 EE-based search engine prototype. Regarding maps, a generic processing framework is being developed, in which the CURS analysis module takes place. The MMGI module in itself is not yet finished, although a GML based, SOAP interface to the GIS is already implemented (it may eventually be superseded by the use of a common spatial model within all modules). Once this task is achieved, all modules will fit in the generic search engine architecture that has been developed for the GeoSem project.
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Conclusion



In this paper we presented a multimodal indexation scheme for geographic documents. This indexation is based on the modelisation of two semantic constructs that are relevant in the context of geographic documents: a semantic representation of geographical entities, and the characterisation of the relations between them in term of contrast or similarity with regard the phenomenon which supports the comparison. We showed how these structures are extracted from the text using Charolles’ discourse framing model and a rhetorical approach. We presented a model of the geographic map in which we retrieve and characterise these geographic entities. We also discussed the notion of contrast in maps and how to extract CURS from them. At a first level, these CURS can be used to index such documents. Moreover, we outlined a scenario in which joint exploitation of the results obtained from text and maps provides higher level interpretations. Finally we described a viable architecture for the system. Intended future work will address several points. The model of geographic entities must be enriched to better support integration of different expression modes. We also need to improve the various extraction and interpretation processes, and to validate them on a wider corpus. In the case of maps, we need to define profiles for maps to restrict the set of possible CURS to only a few potentially useful ones. We will further investigate how to formalise the collaboration between the results obtained from text and maps. Finally we plan to evaluate the validity of our models and processes through experimentations involving geographers.
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